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S CONNECTION WITH THE CREATION OF 
GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK 
PREFACE 
by WR. Swagerty, Director, John Muir Center 
O
ne of the emih's unique geological wonders, the 
Grand Canyon of the Colorado River was home to 
ancient Native Americans long prior to its first 
desc1iption by a Spanish exploratory party in 1540. 
Intimidating in its depth, width, and length, the canyon 
seemed impenetrable to newcomers peering down from the 
rim until Major John Wesley Powell successfully navigated 
his way through "the Great Unlmown" in 1869. 1 Even then, 
few took careful notice of the canyonlands, which were 
deemed a grand obstacle between the Rocky Mountains and 
the West Coast? 
Negative perceptions of the Southwest's red rock 
count1y remained dominant in the American mindset well into 
the twentieth century. A few writers, such as Charles Dudley 
Warner, a conhibuting editor to Hmper 's Magazine, is 
thought to have been the first to extol the grandeur and 
beauty of the region in his 1891 essay, "The Hemi of the 
Desert."3 Another journalist, Hariett Monroe, echoed 
Wamer's enchantment with the region, but also shared her 
personal sense of humility at feeling so small and so 
inadequate in such a vast chasm.4 Small numbers of tourists 
ventured to the south 1im of the canyon from Flagstaff, the 
closest access point along the Santa Fe Railroad, which 
promoted such tours. After 1900, the Santa Fe extended a 
line to the Btight Angel Hotel, competing with automobiles 
which crept along the sixty-five miles ofplimitive roads from 
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Flagstaffb1inging the most adventuresome of canyon 
spectators. 
John Muir first visited Grand Canyon by rail in 
January, 1902, recognizing that "with this ~onderful 
extension of steel ways through our wildness there is loss 
as well as gain." His initial skepticism about the potential 
"belts of desolation" he would see where the tracks cut 
through the forest eventually gave way to acceptance of 
locomotives and trains, "mere beetles and caterpillars," "as 
little disturbing as the hooting of an owl in the lonely 
woods." Muir's resulting essay, reprinted here from 
Century Illustrated Monthly Magazine, is one of his best. 
In it, he presents his large reading audience two 
perspectives on the canyon. First he compares the canyon 
with the north and south poles, and with the ocean, which 
he calls "big places beyond man's power to spoil." Having 
captured the attention of would-be critics of his 
preservationist agenda, Muir devotes his own descriptive 
powers to the canyon's geological wonders, flora, and 
fauna, providing travelers' tips on how best to see the 
canyon. He includes an expose on the canyon's ancient 
cliff dwellers and the Havasupai Indians still living along 
the liver, ending with the observation that the walls are a 
"mine of fossils . ... a collection of stone books covering 
thousands of miles of shelving tier on tier conveniently 
arranged for the student." 
(Continued on page 4) 
CALIFORNIA STATE QUARTER 
Muir Event on University of the Pacific Campus 
California's new quarter, featuring naturalist John Muir, 
Yosemite's Half Dome and a soaring condor will be minted 
beginning in January as part of a 1 0-year, 50-state quarters 
program conducted by the U.S. Mint. On February 9, 2005, 
University of the Pacific's John Muir Center, in conjunction with 
the Holt-Atherton Department of Special Collections will be 
hosting a Muir Coin unveiling with coin designer Garrett Burke 
and his family on Campus. The festivities will begin at 3 with 
the unveiling followed by a reception and entertainment provided 
by a 10-member Dixieland-style band directed by John Muir's 
grandson, Ross Hanna. Along with designer, Garrett Burke, it is 
likely there will also be representatives from the U.S . Mint and 
Govemor's office on hand. More information in the next issue. 
Save the date!! 
***************************************************** 
Paradise Regained? 
New Study Shows Hetch Hetchy Can Be Restored 
(taken from the Environmental Defense website) 
Imagine yourself in Hetch Hetchy on a sunny day in June, 
standing waist-deep in grass and flowers, while the great pines 
sway dreamily ... . 
Those are the words of the great 19'h century naturalist John 
Muir, who praised Hetch Hetchy Valley as a twin of nearby 
Yosemite, with comparable soaring cliffs and cascading waterfalls. 
Today, we have to take Muir 's word for it. Hetch Hetchy lies 
beneath 300 feet of water, the result of San Francisco's damming 
the valley in the 1920s to create a giant water storage tank for the 
Bay Area. 
But now the city is making plans to mend and upgrade its 
water-supply infrastructure, which is in serious disrepair. San 
Francisco's $3.2 billion water system overhaul provides a once-
in-a-lifetime opportunity to reassess the need for the dam. 
Environmental Defense will soon unveil (editor's note: ihe 
report has been unveiled) a major new report detailing how, with 
the removal of the dam, Hetch Hetchy Valley could be restored to 
its former glory. Our analysis, the most in-depth study 
conducted to date, finds there are cost-effective engineering 
solutions that would continue to supply the Bay Area with the 
same high-quality drinking water from the Tuolumne River while 
returning Hetch Hetchy to Yosemite National Park .... 
A drought in the 1970s left the Hetch Hetchy Reservoir 
nearly empty and provided a rare glimpse of lands that had been 
inundated for decades. In a 1988 National Park Service study, 
biologists and resource managers used their knowledge of local 
ecology to forecast what would happen if the dam were removed. 
Among their conclusions: The Tuolumne River would 
reoccupy its original channel and return to pristine condition. 
Willows would recolonize the riverbanks. Meadows would 
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reappear with grasses, sedges and other plants, thanks to the 
proximity of seed sources. Animals would retum from nearby 
habitats. Some human assistance would be needed to limit the 
potential of invasive species and to restore natural contours and 
soil types, allowing plant communities to reestablish themselves. 
The "bathtub ring" on the cliffs surrounding the reservoir would 
disappear naturally over time. After 50 years, forests would be 
well established, though still developing, with the oldest trees 
reaching up to 90 feet. 
Indeed, it is not fantasy to believe that Hetch Hetchy as it 
might have been seen by our forebears could be seen again in all 
its splendor by our children and grandchildren, if Nature were 
allowed to reclaim Muir's treasured landscape .... 
To read the whole story, see news clips and press releases, 
as well as take a virtual tour ofHetch Hetchy, please visit the 
Environmental Defense Fund's website at: 
http://www.environmentaldefense.org/hetchhetchy/ 
In other news ofHetch Hetchy, a press release issued on 
November I I, 2004 by Assemblywoman Lois Walk state~ that 
"California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger's Secretary of 
Resources has taken the historic step of directing state agencies 
to undertake a comprehensive study of the costs and benefits of 
restoring Hetch Hetchy Valley in Yosemite National Park. .· .. 
The last serious proposal to restore Hetch Hetchy Valley came in 
1987 under then President Ronald Reagan's Secretary ofinterior 
Patrick Hodel!. Two new studies released this year and an 
extensive series of news reports and editorials by the Sacramento 
Bee have renewed interest in the idea . .... " 
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Dear John Letters Reveal Expectations 
By Michael Wurtz 
Archivist, Holt-Atherton Special Collections 
University ofthe Pacific 
Being fairly new to Pacific and the John Muir Papers, I 
have to admit I am a bit daunted at the prospect of writing for the 
John Muir Newsletter and hoping to find jewels where no one has 
found them before. Muir was a truly eloquent and thoughtful 
writer. It is no surprise that much of his material has been 
published and analyzed. What could I possibly add? 
On suggestion, I started off with the "youngest" collection 
ofMuiriana at Pacific. The James Eastman Shone Collection of 
Muiriana was acquired in 2003 and was only recently processed 
and made available for research. While thumbing through the 
Shone Finding Aid I found a small series ofletters that Muir had 
received. Today, with the speed and casual nature of e-mail 
communication it is more difficult to understand why someone 
would set pen to paper to express a desire. So, what kind of 
people wrote to John Muir and why? Perhaps it was desire to 
establish a personal relationship with the naturalist, but it could 
have simply been a desire to fulfill individual needs and agendas. 
Walter Page wrote in 1897 that Muir must publish more. 
Page, from the editorial offices of the Atlantic Monthly in Boston, 
relayed a message from noted essayist John Burroughs who 
declared, "in the most emphatic fashion that it will be a 
misfortune too great to estimate if you do not write up all those 
bags of notes which you have gathered." Page is also asked to, 
"keep firing at him, keep firing at him." In conclusion, he is a bit 
embarrassed but still implored, "If I bore you by so many letters, 
you have only yourselfto blame and your kindliness in 
permitting the assault." 
Universities certainly had plenty of reasons to write to this 
well-known naturalist. Harriet D. Audreus of Mount Holyoke 
College in Massachusetts asked Muir to lecture at the school and 
noted she is "anxious to have a lecture by you on some phase of 
your Alaska work." J.C. Branner, a noted geologist from 
Stanford University, returned a request from Muir for 
photographs of South American glaciers. No, he did not have 
photographs himself, but recommended some good books that did 
have such images. "They are all books that will make you want 
to start by the next steamer." 
Eliza S. Hendricks seemed to have a sporadic 
correspondence with Muir, but indicated a desire to not be 
forgotten. She had great admiration for Muir and proved it quite 
eloquently. "Nature has been a sweet mother to you, and right 
loyal have you ever been to her. I saw her image reflected from 
your soul as I took those pleasant Sierra rambles [through books] 
with you long ago." She tried to keep her letter brief when she 
admitted, "a man who has time to write letters of friendship only 
one page long presumably has no time for reading long winded 
letters." 
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Anna Head was the founder of the Miss Head School in 
Berkeley. She wrote to Muir because she wanted to, "form a 
society in Berkeley for the protection of birds, with the hope of 
affecting legislation next spring." She felt that Muir would 
certainly help since he was interested in "securing life." Head 
sent an invitation; but hoped if Muir could not make it he could 
"send us a few words of encouragement and advice." 
Perhaps the most spirited letters to Muir in the Shone 
collection come from Catherine H. Hittell. She, like Head, was 
looking for help and introduced her request with, "I heard you 
make a most eloquent defense of nearly all Nature's lower 
creations even including the noxious rattle snake. That speech of 
yours gives me the courage to write to you asking your help to 
save the meadow larks. The markets are full of the poor plucked 
bodies of these beautiful songsters." (To see more about Muir's 
role in the protection of these birds see "Victorians and 
Meadowlarks: Two Muir Letters Rediscovered" in the John Muir 
Newsletter, volume 1, Number 4, Fall 1991, or find it reproduced 
on the Sierra Club website at www.sierraclub.org ). 
The Shone collection represents a fraction of the letters that 
were written to Muir. In the John Muir Papers there are 
thousands of letters written by hundreds of individuals. Many of 
these letters would probably indicate the authors' desire to fulfill 
personal agendas and needs such as personal pleas for him to 
write more, requests for lectures, friendly notes, and hopes of 
getting him interested in a cause. But the letters also reflect 
Muir's appeal to a broad range of people who sought a 
connection beyond his popular writings. 
All of the Muir material is available for research in the 
Holt-Atherton Special Collections Monday through Friday from 
10amto5pm. 
Known mostly for his writings, Muir also received 
thousands ofletters. People wrote asking for help with their cause. 
However, many wrote simply to establish a connection with an 
inspiring naturalist. (Photograph from the James Eastman Shone 
Collection ofMuiriana) 
(Continued ji-om page 1) 
Not long after Muir's visit and undoubtedly 
influenced by it, President Theodore Roosevelt visited the 
canyon in 1903. Roosevelt admonished the concessionaires 
to avoid spoiling a view that "every American, if he can 
travel at all, should see." His pa1ting words : "Leave it as it 
is. You cannot improve on it; not a bit. The ag·es have been 
at work on it, and man can only mar it."5 Three years later, 
Congress passed the Antiquities Act of 1906, designed to 
protect sites of cultural significance. Grand Canyon entered 
the system in 1908. The following year, Muir visited the 
south rim for a second time, joined by fellow naturalist, John 
Burroughs of New England, who summarized their collective 
experience for readers of Century Magazine in 1911, 
comparing the canyon's spires, towers, pinnacles, and mesas 
to oriental temples.6 Muir returned for a final five day trip in 
May, 1910, accompanied by his good friends, John and 
Katharine Hooker, whose largesse allowed Muir to produce 
some of his best writing in the garret of their home in Los 
Angeles. 
Following Muir's death in 1914, Enos A. Mills made sure 
Muir's connection with Grand Canyon was not forgotten . 
His book, Your National Parks (1917) was designed as an 
update to Muir's Our National Parks (1901). In the chapter 
on "The Grand Cafion," Mills wrote: "John Muir strongly 
urged that a National Park be made of the Grand Cafion of the 
Colorado."7 In 1919, Congress agreed, creating one of the 
nation's most spectacular and most popular of our parks. 
ENDNOTES 
1. An excellent introduction to canyonland studies is T. H. Watkins, 
et al., The Grand Colorado: The St01y of a River and Its 
Canyons (Palo Alto: American West Publishing Co., 1969). On 
Powell see Donald Worster, A River Running West: The Life of 
John Wesley Powell (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002). 
2. See Tlze Grand Canyon: Early Impressions, ed. Paul Schullery 
(Boulder, CO: Pruett Publishing Co., 1989). 
3. Charles Dudley Warner, served as contributing editor to Hmper 's 
Magazine from 1886 to 1898. His essay, "The Heart of the 
Desert," was included in Our Italy (New York: Harper and 
Brothers, 1891), 177-200. 
4. Harriet Monroe was a Chicago-based journalist. Her essay, "The 
Grand Canyon of the Colorado River" appeared in Atlantic 
Monthly, December, 1899, pp. 816-21. 
5. Theodore Roosevelt, "Speech given at the Grand Canyon, May 6, 
1903," New York Sun, May 7, 1903, reprinted in Schullery, ed., 
The Grand Canyon: Early Impressions, 101-02. 
6. John Burroughs, "The Grand Canyon of the Colorado," Centwy 
Illustrated Monthly Magazine, January, 1911, 425-38 
7 Enos A. Mills, Your National Parks (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Co., 1917), 190. Previously, in Wild Life on the Rockies 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1909), Mills dedicated the entire 
book "to John Muir." 
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T!iE GRANDCANONOPTlfECOLORADO 
blJ John Muir 
(From Tlze Centzm;Masazine,Novemberl902, 107-16) 
HapplJ nowadalJS is the tourist, with earth's 
wonders, new and old, spread invitinellJ open before 
him, and a host of able workers as his slaves makine 
even] thine easlJ, paddine plush about him, eradine 
roads for him, borine tunnels, movine hills out of his 
walJ, eae,er, like the devil, to show him all the 
kinedoms of the world and their eloYlJ and 
foolishness, spiritualizine travel for him with 
liehtnine and steam, abolishine space and time and 
almost even] thine else. Little children and tender, 
pulplJ people, as well as storm-seasoned explorers, 
mal] now eo almost evenJwhere in smooth comfort, 
cross oceans and deserts scarce accessible to fishes 
and birds, and, drae,eed blJ steel horses, eo up hieh 
mountains, ridine eloriousllJ beneath starnJ showers 
of sparks, ascendinelike Elijah in a whirlwind and 
chariot of fire. 
First of the wonders of the ereat West to be 
broueht within reach of the tourist were the 
Yosemite and the Bie Trees, on the completion of the 
first transcontinental railwalJ; next came the 
Yellowstone and iclJ Alaska, blJ the Northern roads; 
and last the Grand Canon of the Colorado, which, 
naturalllJ the hardest to reach, has now become, blJ a 
branch of the Santa Fe, the most accessible of all. . 
Of course with this wonderful extension of steel 
walJS throueh our wildness there is loss as well as 
eain. NearllJ all railroads are bordered blJ belts of 
desolation. The finest Wilderness perishes as if 
stricken with pestilence. Bird and beast people, if not 
the dYl]ads, are friehtened from the eroves. Too often 
the eroves also vanish, leavine nothine but ashes. 
ForhmatellJ, nature has a few bie places belJond 
man's power to spoil- the ocean, the two iclJ ends of 
the elobe, and the Grand Canon. 
When I first heard of the Santa Fe trains runnine 
to the edee of the Grand Canon of Arizona, I was 
troubled with thouehts of the disenchantment likellJ 
to follow. But last winter, when I saw those trains 
crawline alone throueh the pines of the Cocanini 
Forest and close up to the brink of the chasm at 
! l 
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Brieht Aueel, I was elad to discover that in the 
presence of such stupendous scenery they are nothine. 
The locomotives and trains are mere beetles and 
caterpillars, and the noise they make is as little 
disturbine as the hootine of an owl in the lonely woods. 
In a dry, hot, monotonous forested plateau, 
seeminely boundless, you come suddenly and without 
warnine upon the abrupt ede,e of a eieantic sunken 
landscape of the wildest, most multitudinous features, 
and those features, sharp and aneular, are made out of 
flat beds of limestone and sandstone formine a spiry, 
jae,eed, eloriously colored mountain-ranee 
countersunk in a leveleray plain. It is a hard job to 
sketch it even in scrawniest outline; and try as I may, 
not in the least sparine myself, I cannot tell the 
hundredth part of the wonders of its features- the 
side-canons, eorees, alcoves, cloister~, and 
amphitheaters of vast sweep and depth, carved in its 
maenificent walls; the throne of ereat architectural 
rocks it contains resembline castles, cathedrals, 
temples, and palaces, towered and spired and painted, 
some of them nearly a mile hieh, yet beneath one's feet. · 
All this, however, is less difficult than to eive any idea 
of the impression of wild, primeval beauty and power 
one receives in merely eazine from its brink. The view 
down the eulf of color and over the rim of its wonderful 
wall, more than any other view I know, leads us to 
think of our earth as a star with stars swimmine inlieht, 
even] radiant spire pointine the way to the heavens. 
But it is impossible to conceive what the canon is, 
or what impression it makes, from descriptions or 
pictures, however eood. Naturally it is untellable even 
to those who have seen somethine perhaps a little like 
it on a small scale in this same plateau reeion. One's 
most extravae,ant expectations are indefinitely 
surpassed, thoueh one expect much from what is said of 
it as "the bieeest chasm on earth" - "so bie is it that 
all other bie thines, -Yosemite, theY ellowstone, the 
Pyramids, Chicae,o- all would be lost if tumbled into 
it." Naturally enoueh, illustrations as to size are soueht 
for am one other canons like or unlike it, with the 
common result of worse confoundine confusion. The 
prudent keep silence. It was once said that the "Grand 
Canon could put a dozen Y osemites in its vest pocket." 
The justly famous Grand Canon of theY ellowstone 
is, like the Colorado, eoreeously colored and abruptly 
countersunk in a plateau, and both are mainly the 
work of water. But the Colorado's canon is more than a 
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thousand times lareer, and as a score or two new 
buildines of ordinanJ size would not appreciably 
chanee the eeneral view of a ereat city, so hundreds 
of Y ellowstones mieht be eroded in the sides of the 
Colorado Canon without noticeably auementine its 
size or the richness of its sculpture. But it is not true 
that the ereat Yosemite rocks would be thus lost or 
hidden. Nothine of their kind in the world, so far as I 
know, rivals El Capitan and Tissiack, much less 
dwarfs or in any way belittles them. None of the 
sandstone or limestone precipices of the canon that I 
have seen or heard of approaches in smooth, flawless 
streneth and erandeur the eranite face of El Capitan 
or the Tenaya side of Cloud's Rest. These colossal 
cliffs, types of permanence, are about three thousand 
and six thousand feet hieh; those of the canon that 
are sheer are about half as hieh, and are types of 
fleetine chanee; while elorious-domed Tissiack, 
noblest of mountain buildines, far from beine 
overshadowed or lost in this rosy, spin] canon 
company, would draw even] eye, and, in serene 
majesty, "aboon them a'" she would take her place 
-castle, temple, palace, or tower. Nevertheless a 
noted writer, comparine the Grand Canon in a 
eeneral way with the elacial yosemite, says: "And 
theY osemite:- ah, the lovely Yosemite! Dumped 
down into the wilderness of eorees and mountains, it 
would take a euide who knew of its existence a lone 
time to find it." This is strikine, and shows up well 
above the levels of commonplace description; but it 
is confusine, and has the fatal fault of not beine true. 
As well tnJ to describe an eae,le by puttine a lark in 
it. "And the lark- ah, the lovely lark! Dumped 
down the red; roy aleoree of the eae,le, it would be 
hard to find." Each in its own place is better sineine 
at heaven's eate, and sailine the sky with the douds. 
Even] feature of nature's bie face is beautiful, -
heieht and hollow, wrinkle, furrow, and line,- and 
this is the main master furrow of its kind on our 
continent, incomparably ereater and more 
impressive than any other yet discovered, or likely to 
be discovered, now that all the ereat rivers have 
been traced to their heads. 
The Colorado River rises in the heart of the 
continent on the dividine ranees and ride,es 
between the two oceans, drains thousands of snowy 
mountains throueh narrow or spacious valleys, and 
thence throueh canons of every color, sheer-walled 
and deep, all of which seem to be represented in this 
one arand canon of canons. 
It is vellJ hard to l)ive an1Jthinl)like an adequate 
conception of its size, much more of its color, its vast 
wall-sculpture, the wealth of ornate architectural 
buildinl)s that fill it or, most of all, the tremendous 
impression it makes. Accordin$ to Major Powell, it is 
about two hundred and seventeen miles lonl), from five 
to fifteen miles wide from rim to rim, and from about 
five thousand to six thousand feet deep. So tremendous 
a chasm would be one of the world's area test wonders 
even if, like ordinanJ canons cut in sedimentanJ rocks, 
it were empt1J and its walls were simple. But instead of 
bein$ plain, the walls are so deepl1J and elaboratel1J 
carved into all sorts of recesses- alcoves, cirques, 
amphitheaters, and side-canons- that were 1JOU to 
trace the rim dosel1J around on both sides 1JOUr journe1J 
would be nearl1J a thousand miles lonl). Into all these 
recesses the level, continuous beds of rock inled$es 
and benches, with their various colors, run like broad 
ribbons, marvelousl1J beautiful and effective even at a 
distance of ten or twelve miles, And the vast space 
these elorious walls inclose, instead of be in$ empt1J' is 
crowded with 8il)antic architectural rock forms 
aorl)eousl1J colored and adorned with towers and spires 
like works of art. 
Lookin$ down from this level plateau, we are more 
impressed with a feelina of be in$ on the top of 
evell]thin$ than whenlookin$ from the summit of a 
mountain. From side to side of the vast aulf, temples, 
palaces, towers, and spires come soarin$ up in thick 
arra1J half a mile or nearl1J a mile above their sunken, 
hiddeli bases, some to a level with our standpoint, but 
none hiaher. And in the inspirin$ morninaliaht all 
are so fresh and ros1J-lookin$ that thetJ seem new-born; 
as if, like the quick-arowin$ crimson snow-plants of 
the California woods, the1J had just spnm$ up, hatched 
b1J the wann, broodinl), motherl1J weather. 
In tl1Jin$ t0 describe the areat pines and sequoias 
of the Sierra, I have often thouaht that if one of those 
trees could be set b1J itself in some cit1J park, its 
l)randeur miaht there be impressivel1J realized; while 
in its home forests, where allmal)nitudes are areat, the 
wean], satiated traveler sees none of them trul1J. It is so 
with these majestic rock structures. 
Thouah mere residual masses of the plateau, the1J 
are dowered with the arandeur and repose of 
mmmtains, tot) ether with the finel1J chiseled carvin8 
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and modelin$ of man's temples and palaces, and 
often, to a considerable extent, with their S1JmmetnJ. 
Some, dosel1J observed, look like ruins; but even 
these stand plumb and true, and show architectural 
forms loaded with lines strictl1J reaular and 
decorative, and all are ana1Jed in colors that storms 
and time seem onl1J to briahten. The1J are not placed 
in reaular rows in line with the river, but "a' throuah 
ither," as the Scotch sa1J, in lavish, exuberant crowds, 
as if nature in wildest extraval)ance held her bravest 
structures as common as l)ravel-piles. Yonder stands 
a spin] cathedralnearl1J five thousand feet in heil)ht, 
nobl1J S1Jn1111etrical with sheer buttressed walls and 
arched doors and windows, as richl1J finished. and 
decorated with sculptures as the areat rock temples 
of India or E$1]pt. Beside it rises a huae castle with 
arched aatewa1J, turrets, watch-towers, ramparts, etc., 
and to ril)ht and left palaces, obelisks, and p1Jramids 
fairl1J fill the aulf, all colossal and alllavishl1J painted 
and carved. Iiere and there a flat-topped structure 
ma1J be seen, or one imperfectl1J domed; but the 
prevailin$ st1Jle is ornate Gothic, with man1J hints of 
E$1]ptian and Indian. 
Throul)hout this vast extent of wild architecture 
-nature's own capital cit1J -there seem to be no 
ordinanJ dwellinl)s. All look like l)rand and 
important public structures, except perhaps some of 
the lower p1Jramids, broad-based and sharp-pointed, 
covered with dowu-flowin$ talus like loosel1J set 
tents with hollow, sal)l)in$ sides. The roofs often have 
disintearated rocks heaped and draealed over them, 
but in the main the masonnJ is firm and laid in 
reaular courses, as if done b1J square and rule. 
Nevertheless the1J are ever chanl)inl): their tops 
are now a dome, now a flat table or a spire, as harder 
or softer strata are reached in their slow dearadation, 
while the sides, with all their fine moldinl)s, are be in$ 
steadil1J undermined and eaten awa1J. But no 
essential chanl)e in st1Jle or color is thus effected. 
From centunJ to centull] the1J stand the same. What 
seems confusion amana the rouah 
earthquake-shaken cral)s nearest one comes to order 
as som1 as the main plan of the various structures 
appears. Even] buildinl), however complicated and 
laden with ornamental lines, is at one with itself and 
even] one of its neil)hbors, for the same characteristic 
controllin$ belts of color and solid strata extend with 
wonderful COnstanC1J for VellJ l)reat distances, and 
:,., 
pass-throush and sive style to thousands of separate 
structures, however their smaller characters may vary. 
Of all the various kinds o£ ornamental work 
displayed, - carvin5, hacenJ on cli££-faces, mol dines, 
arches, pinnacles, -none is more admirably effective 
or charms more than the webs of rain-channeled 
taluses. Marvelously extensive, without the slishtest 
appearance o£ waste or excess, they cover roofs and 
dome-tops and the base of every eli££, belt each spire 
and pyramid and massy, towerin8 temple, and in 
beautiful continuous lines so sweepin8 alone the sreat 
walls in and out around all the intricate system of 
side-canons, amphitheaters, cirques, and scallops into 
which they are sculptured. From one point hundreds o£ 
miles of this fairy embroidery may be traced. It is all so 
fine and orderly that it would seem that not only had 
the clouds and streams been kept harmoniously busy 
in the makin8 o£ it, but that every raindrop sent like a 
bullet to a mark had been the subject of a separate 
thousht, so sure is the outcome o£ beauty throush the 
stormy centuries. Surely nowhere else are there 
illustrations so strikin8 of the natural beauty o£ 
desolation and death, so many of nature's own 
mountain buildinss wastin5 inslory of hish desert air 
- soins to dust. See how steadfast in beauty they all 
are in their soins. Look asain and asain how the 
roush, dusty boulders and sand of disintesration from 
the upper led$es wreathe in beauty the next and next 
below with these wonderful taluses, and how the colors 
are finer the faster the waste. We oftentimes see nature 
8ivin8 beauty for ashes,- as in the flowers of a prairie 
after fire,- but here the venJ dust and ashes are 
beautiful. 
Gazin8 across the mishty chasm, we at last discover 
that it is not its sreat depth nor lensth, nor yet these 
wonderful buildinss, that most impresses us. It is its 
immense width, sharply defined by precipitous walls 
plunsin8 suddenly down from a Hat plain, declarin8 in 
terms instantly apprehended that the vast suH is a 
sash in the once unbroken plateau, made bt] slow, 
orderly erosion and removal o£ huse beds of rocks. 
Other valleys o£ erosion are as sreat,- in all their 
dimensions some are sreater,- but none of these 
produces an effect on the imasination at once so quick 
and profound, comins without study, siven at a slance. 
Therefore by far the sreatest and most influential 
feature of this view from Brisht Ansel or any other of 
the canon views is the opposite wall. 0£ the one 
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beneath ~ur feet we see only frasmentanJ sections in 
cirques and amphitheaters and on the sides o£ the 
outjuttins promontories between them, while the 
other, thoush far distant, is beheld in all its slonJ o£ 
color and noble proportions- the one supreme 
beauty and wonder to which the eye is ever turnin5. 
For while channin8 with its beauty it tells the stonJ 
o£ the stupendous erosion of the canon- the 
foundation of the unspeakable impression made on 
everybody. It seems a 8i8antic statement for even 
nature to make, all in one mishty stone word, 
apprehended at once like a burst o£ lisht, celestial 
color its natural vesture, comins in slory to mind and 
heart as to a home prepared for it from the very 
besinnins. Wildness so sodful, cosmic, primeval, 
bestows a new sense o£ earth's bea:uty and size. Not 
even from hish mountains does the world seem so 
wide, so like a star inslonJ of lisht on its way 
thro~15h the heavens. 
I have observed scenenJ-hunters o£ all sorts 
settins first views o£ yosemites, slaciers, White 
Mountain ranees, etc. Mixed with the enthusiasm 
which such scenenJ naturally excites, there is often 
weak sushins, and many splutter aloud like little 
waterfalls. liere, for a few moments at least, there is 
silence, and all are in dead earnest, as if awed and 
hushed by an earthquake- perhaps until the cook 
cries "Breakfast!" or the stable-boy ''Iiorses are 
ready!" Then the poor unfortunates, slaves of resular 
habits, t~un quickly away, saspin8 and mutterin8 as 
if wonderin8 where they had been and what had 
enchanted them. 
Roads have been made from Brisht Ansel liotel 
throush the Cocanini Forest to the ends of 
outstandin8 promontories, commandin8 extensive 
views up and down the canon. The nearest o£ them, 
three or four miles east and west, are McNeil's Point 
and Rowe's Point; the latter, besides commandins the 
eternally interestins canon, sives wide-sweepin8 
views southeast and west over the dark forest roo£ to 
the San Francisco and Mount Trumbull volcanoes -
the bluest of motmtains over the blackest of level 
woods. 
Instead of thus ridin8 in dust with the crowd, 
more will be sained by soin8 quietly afoot alone the 
rim at different times o£ day and nisht, free to 
observe the vesetation, the fossils in the rocks, the 
seams beneath overhansinsled$es once inhabited 
b-y Indians, and to watch the stupendous scenellJ in the 
chanainaliahts and shadows, douds, showers, and 
storms. One need not eo hun tina the so-called "points 
of interest." The veree an-ywhere, evenJwhere, is a point 
of interest be-yond one's wildest dreams. 
k -yet, few of the promontories or throne of 
mm.mtain buildinas in the canon are named. Nor 
amone such exuberance of forms are names thoueht of 
b-y the bewildered, hurried tourist. lie would be as 
likel-y to think of names for waves in a storm. The 
Eastern and Western Cloisters, liindu Amphitheater, 
Cape Ro-yal, Powell's Plateau, and Grand View Point, 
Point Sublime, Bissell and Moran points, the Temple of 
Set, Vishnu's Temple, Shiva's Temple, Twin Temples, 
Tower of Babel. Iiance's Column- these fairl-y aood 
names 5iven b-y Dutton, Iiolmes, Moran, and others are 
scattered over a larae stretch of the canon wilderness. 
All the canon rock-beds are lavishl-y painted, 
except a few neutral bars and the eranite notch at the 
bottom occupied b-y the river, which makes but little 
sian. It is a vast wilderness of rocks in a sea of lieht, 
colored and elowinalike oak and maple woods in 
autumn, when the sun-aold is richest. I have just said 
that it is impossible to learn what the canon is like from 
descriptions and pictures. Powell's and Dutton's 
descriptions present maanificent views not onl-y of the 
canon but of all the erand reaion round about it; and 
Iiolmes's drawin5s, accompan-y ina Dutton's report, are 
wonderfull-y eood. Surel-y faithful and Iovine skill can . 
eo no further in puttin8 the multitudinous decorated 
forms on paper. But the colors, the livina, rejoicin5 
colors, chantin5 mornin5 and evenin8 in choms to 
heaven! Whose bmsh or pencil, however lovinal-y 
inspired, canaive us these? And if paint is of no effect, 
what hope lies in pen-work? Onl-y this: some ma-y be 
incited b-y it to eo and see for themselves. 
No other ranee of mountainous rock-work, of 
an-ythin81ike the same extent have I seen that is so 
stranael-y, boldl-y, lavishl-y colored. The famous 
Yellowstone Canon below the falls comes to mind; but 
wonderful as it is, and well deserved as is its fame, 
compared with this it is onl-y abriaht rainbow ribbon 
at the roots of the pines. Each of the series of level, 
continuous beds of carboniferous rocks of the canon 
has, as we have seen, its own characteristic color. The 
summit limestone-beds are pale -yellow; next below 
these are the beautiful rose-colored cross-bedded 
sandstones; next there are a thousand feet of brilliant 
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red sandstones; and below these the red wall 
limestones, over two thousand feet thick, rich mass-y 
red, the area test and most influential of the series, 
and formin8 the main color-fountain. Between these 
are man-y neutral-tinted beds. The prevailin8 colors 
are wonderfull-y deep and clear, chan5in5 and 
blendin8 with vanJin8 intensit-y from hour to hour, 
da-y to da-y, season to season; throbbin5, waverin5, 
elowine, respondin8 to evellJ passin8 cloud or storm, 
a world of color in itself, now burnin5 in separate 
rainbow bars streaked and blotched with shade, now 
elowin8 in one smooth, all-pervadin8 ethereal 
radiance like the alpenalow, unitin5 the rock-y world 
with the heavens. 
The dawn, as in all the pure, dnJ desert countnJ, is 
ineffabl-y beautiful; and when the first level 
sunbeams stin5 the domes and spires, with what a 
burst of power the bi5, wild da-ys beain! The dead 
and the livin5, rocks and hearts alike, awake and 
sin8 the new-old sone of creation. All the mass-y 
headlands and salient aneles of the walls, and the 
multitudinous temples and palaces, seem to catch the 
liaht at once, and cast thick black shadows athwart 
hollow and eoree, brinain8 out details as well as the 
main massive features of the architecture; while all 
the rocks, as if wild with life, throb and quiver, and 
elow in the elorious sunburst, rejoicina. EvenJ rock 
temple then becomes a temple of music; evellJ spire 
and pinnacle an aneel of lieht and sane; shoutine 
color halleluiahs. 
k the da-y draws to a close, shadows, wondrous, 
black, and thick, like those of the mornin5, fill up the 
wall hollows, while the elowin8 rocks, their roueh 
aneles burned off, seem soft and hot to the heart as 
the-y stand submeraed in purple haze, which now fills 
the canon like a sea. Still deeper, richer, more divine 
erow the ereat walls and temples, until in the 
supreme £lamina elonJ of sunset the whole canon is 
transfiaured, as if all the life and liaht of centuries of 
sunshine stored up and condensed in the rocks was 
now bein8 poured forth as from one elorious 
fountain, floodin8 both earth and sk-y. 
Stranae to sa-y, in the full white effulaence of the 
midda-y hours the briaht colors erow dim and 
terrestrial in common era-y haze; and the rocks, after 
the manner of mountains, seem to crouch and drowse 
and shrink to less than half their real stature; and 
have nothin8 to sa-y to one, as if not at home. But it is 
fine to see how quickllJ thelJ come to life and erow 
radiant and communicative as soon as a band of white 
clouds come floatine blJ. As if shoutine for jolJ, thelJ 
seem to sprine up to meet them in heartlJ salutation, 
eaeer to touch them and bee their blessines. It is just in 
the midst of these dull middalJ hours that the canon 
clouds are born. 
A eood storm~doud full of liehtnine and rain on its 
WalJ to its work On a sunnlJ desert dalJ is a eloriOUS 
object. Across the canon, opposite the hotel, is a little 
tributanJ of the Colorado called Brieht Aneel Creek. 
A fountain~cloud still better deserves the name 
"Aneel of the Desert Wells"- clad in brieht phuuaee, 
cartlJine cool shade and livine water to countless 
animals and plants readlJ to perish, noble in form and 
eesture, see mine able for anlJthine, pourineli£e~eivine, 
wonder~workine floods from its alabaster fountains, as 
if some sklJ~lake had broken. To evenJ eulch and eoree 
on its favorite eround is eiven a passionate torrent, 
roarine, repllJine to the rejoicineliehtnine- stones, 
tons in weieht, hurtlJine awalJ as if friehtened, showine 
somethine of the walJ Grand Canon work is done. Most 
·of the fertile summer clouds of the canon are of this sort, 
massive, swelline cumuli, eroWine rapidllJ, displalJine 
delicious tones of purple and eralJ in the hollows of 
their sunbeaten bosses, showerine favored areas of the 
heated landscape, and vanishine in an hour or two. 
Some, buSlJ and thouehtful~lookine, elide with 
beautiful motion alone the middle of the canon in 
flocks, turnine aside here and there, lineerine as if 
studlJine the needs of particular spots, explorine 
side~canons, peerine into hollows like birds see kine 
nest~places, or hoverine aloft on outspread wines. ThelJ 
scan all the red wilderness, dispensine their blessines 
of cool shadows and rain where the need is the 
ereatest, refreshine the rocks, their offsprine as well as 
the veeetation, continuine their sculpture, deepenine 
eorees and sharpenine peaks. Sometimes, blendine all 
toe ether, thelJ weave a ceiline from rim to rim, perhaps 
ope nine a window here and there for sunshine to 
stream throueh, suddenllJ liehtine some palace or 
temple and makine it flare in the rain as i£ on fire. 
Sometimes, as one sits eazine from a hieh,juttine 
promontot"l), the sklJ all clear, showine not the sliehtest. 
wisp or penciline, a brieht band of cumuli will appear 
suddenllJ, comine up the canon in sinele file, as if 
tracine a well~ known trail, passine in review, each in 
turn dartine its lances and droppine its shower, 
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makine a row of little vertical rivers in the air above 
the bie brown one. Others seem to erow from mere 
points, and fllJ hieh above the canon, "l)et followine 
its course for a lone time, noiseless, as if hun tine, then 
suddenllJ dartineliehtnine at unseen marks, and 
hurnJine on. Or thelJ loiter here and there as if idle, 
like laborers out of work, waitine to be hired. 
Half a dozen or more showers malJ often-times 
be seen falline at once, while far the ereater part of 
the sklJ is in sunshine, and not a raindrop comes nieh 
one. These thunder~showers from as manlJ separate 
. clouds, lookinelike wisps of lone hair, matJ vanJ 
erea tllJ in effects. The pale faint streaks are showers 
that fail to reach the eround, beine evaporated on 
the walJ doWll throueh the dnJ, thirstlJ air, like 
streams in deserts. ManlJ, on the other hand, which in 
the distance seem insienificant, are realllJ heaVlJ rain, 
however local; these are the eralJ wisps well 
ziezaeeed with liehtnine. The darker ones are 
torrent rain, which on broad, steep slopes of favorable 
conformation eive rise to so called "cloud~ bursts"; 
and wonderful is the commotion thelJ cause. The 
eorees and eulches below them, usualllJ dnJ, break 
out in loud uproar, with a sudden downrush of 
nmddlJ, boulder~laden floods. Down thelJ all eo in 
one simultaneous eush, roarinelike lions nldellJ 
awakened, each of the taWlllJ brood actualllJ kickine 
up a dust at the first onset. 
Durine the winter months snow falls over all the 
hieh plateau, usualllJ to a considerable depth, 
white nine the rim and the roofs of the canon 
buildines. But last winter, when I arrived at Brieht 
Aneel in the middle of JanuanJ, there was no snow in 
sieht and the eround was dt"l), ereatllJ to mlJ 
disappointment, for I had made the trip mainllJ to see 
the canon in its winter earb. SoothinellJ I was 
informed that this was an exceptional season, and 
that the eood snow mieht arrive at anlJ time. After 
waitine a few dalJS, I eladllJ hailed a broad~browed 
cloud comine erandllJ on from the west in bie 
promisine blackness, vet"l) unlike the white sailors of 
the summer skies. Under the lee of a rim~leJee, with 
another snow~ lover, I watched its movements as it 
took possession of the canon and all the adjacent 
reeion in sieht. Trailine its eralJ frinees over the spinJ 
tops of the ereat temples and towers, it eradualllJ 
settled lower, embracine them all with ineffable 
kindness and aentleness o£ touch, and fondled the 
little cedars and pines as thelJ quivered eaaerllJ in the 
wind like 1J m.m5 birds be55in8 their mothers to feed 
them. The first flakes and CYljstals beaan to fllJ about 
noon, sweepin8 straiaht up the middle of the canon, 
and swirlin8 in maenificent eddies alone the sides. 
GradualllJ the heartlJ swarms closed their ranks, and all 
the canon was lost in8ra1J eloom except a short section 
o£ the wall and a few trees beside us, which looked elad 
on the promontories nearest the hotel. Yet a 
surprisin8 number eo down the Briaht Anael trail to 
the brink of the inner eloomlJ aranite aorae 
overlookin8 the river. Deep canons attract like hiah 
mountains; the deeper thelJ are, the more surellJ are 
we drawn into them. On foot, of course, there is no 
danaerwhatever, and, with ordinaY1J precautions, but 
little on animals. In comfortable tourist faith, 
1.mthinkin8, unfearina, down eo men, women, and 
children on whatever is offered, with snow in their needles and 
about their feet as thelJ 
leaned out over the eulf. 
SuddenllJ the storm opened 
with maaical effect to the 
north over the canon of Briaht 
Anael Creek, inclosin8 a 
sunlit mass of the canon 
architecture, spanned blJ 
areat white concentric arches 
of cloud like the bows of a 
silveYlj aurora. Above these 
and a little back of them was a 
series of upboilin8 purple 
clouds, and hiah above all, in 
the backaround, a ranee o£ 
noble cumuli towered aloft 
like snow-laden mm.mtains, 
their pure pearl bosses 
flooded with sunshine. The 
whole noble picture, calmllJ 
elowin8, was framed in thick 
aralJ aloom, which soon closed 
Jolm Burrougbs and John Muir, third and fifth in line, on Brigbt Angel 
Trail. Courtesy of the Grand Canyon Natural Histoty Association. 
horse, mule, or burro, as if sa1Jin8 
with Jean Paul," fearnothin8 but 
fear"- not without reason, for 
these canon trails down the 
stairwalJS of the 5ods are less 
danaerous than thelJ seem, less 
danaerous than home stairs. The 
auides are cautious, and so are the 
experienced, nmch-endurin8 
beasts. The scrawniest Rosinantes 
and wizened-rat mules clin8 hard 
to the rocks endwise or sidewise, 
like lizards or ants. From terrace to 
terrace, climate to climate, down 
one creeps in sun and shade, 
throueh aorae and eulllj and 
araSSlJ ravine, and, after a lone 
scramble on foot, at last beneath 
the miahtlJ cliffs one comes to the 
arand, roarin8 river. 
To the mountaineer the depth 
over it; and the storm went on, openin8 and closin8 
untilniaht covered all. 
Two dalJS later, when we were on a juttin8 point 
about eiahteenmiles east of Briaht Anael and one 
thousand feet hiaher, we enjolJed another storm o£ 
equalalonJ as to cloud effects, thouah onllJ a few 
inches of snow fell. Before the storm beaan we had a 
maenificent view of this arander upper part of the 
canon and also o£ the Cocanini Forest and Painted 
Desert. The march of the clouds with their 
storm-banners fl1Jin8 over this sublime landscape was 
unspeakabllJ elorious, and so also was the breakin8 up 
o£ the storm next mornin8 - the minalin8 of 
silver-capped rock, sunshine, and cloud. 
Most tourists make out to be in a hurYlJ even here; 
therefore their few dalJS or hours would be best spent 
of the canon, from five thousand to 
six thousand feet, will not seem so venJ wonderful, for 
he has often explored others that are about as deep. 
But the most experienced will be awe-stmck blJ the 
vast extent of stranae, countersunk sceneY1J, the 
multitude of huae rock monuments of painted 
masOnYlj built up in reeular COUrses towerin8 above, 
beneath, and round about him. BlJ the Briaht Anael 
trail the last fifteen hundred feet of the descent to 
the river has to be made afoot down the aorae of 
Indian Garden Creek. Most of the visitors do not like 
this part, and are content to stop at the end of the 
horse-trail and look down on the dull-brown flood 
from the eJee of the Indian Garden Plateau. BlJ the 
new Iiance trail, exceptin8 a few darinallJ steep 
spots, lJOU can ride all the walJ to the river, where 
there is a aood spacious camp-around in a 
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mesquit~srove. This trail, built blJ brave Iiance, besins 
on the hishest part of the rim, eisht thousand feet 
above the sea, a thousand feet hisher than the head of 
Brisht Ansel trail, and the descent is a little over six 
thousand feet, throush a wonderful varietl) of climate 
and life. Often late in the fall, when frostl) winds are 
blowins and snow is fll)in8 at one end of the trail, 
tender plants are bloomin8 in balmlJ summer weather 
at the other. The trip down an-d up can be made afoot 
easillJ in a dalJ. In this wal) one is free to observe the 
scenenJ and vesetation, instead of merell) clinsin8 to 
his animal and watchin8 its steps. But all who have 
time should so prepared to camp awhile on the 
riverbank, to rest and learn somethin8 about the plants 
and animals and the mishtlJ flood roarin8 past. In cool, 
shadl) .amphitheaters at the head of the trail there are 
sroves of white silver fir and Dousl~s spruce, with ferns 
and saxifrases that recall snoWlJ mountains; below 
these, l)ellowpine, nut~pine,juniper, hop~ hornbeam, 
ash, maple, holll)~leavedberberis, cowania, spiraea, 
dwarf oak, and other small shrubs and trees. In dnJ 
sulches and on taluses and sun~ beaten crass are 
sparsell) scattered l)UCCas, cactuses, asave, etc. Where 
sprinss sush from the rocks there are willow thickets, 
sraSSlJ flats, and brisht floweYl) sardens, and in the 
hottest recesses the delicate abronia, mesquit, woodlJ 
compositae, and arborescent cactuses. 
The most strikin8 and characteristic part of this 
widell) varied vesetation are the cactaceae- stranse, 
leafless; old~fashioned plants with beautiful flowers 
and fruit, in eveYl) walJ able and admirable. While 
srimllj defendin8 themselves with innumerable 
barbed spears, thel) offer both food and drink to man 
and beast. Their juicl) slobes and disks and fluted 
Cl)lindrical columns are almost the onll) desert wells 
that never so dnJ, and thel) alwal)s seem to rejoice the 
more and srow plumper and juicier the hotter the 
sunshine and sand. Some are spherical, like rolled~up 
porcupines, crouchin8 in rock hollows beneath a mist of 
sralJ lances, unmoved blJ the wildest winds. Others, 
standin8 as erect as bushes and trees or tall branchless 
pillars crowned with masnificent flowers, their prickllJ 
armor sparklins, look boldllJ abroad over the elarin8 
desert, makin8 the stransest forests ever seen or 
dreamed of. CereusfJifJtwteus, the srim chief of the 
desert tribe, is often thirtlJ or ±ortl) feet hisn in 
southern Arizona. Several species of tree lJUCcas in the 
same deserts, laden in earllJ sprin8 with superb white 
lilies, form forests hardllJ less wonderful, thoush here 
thel) srow sinsllJ or in smalllonellJ sroves. The low, 
almost stemless Ytzcca baccata, with beautiful 
lillJ~flowers and sweet banana~ like fmit, prized blJ 
the Indians, is ~ommon alone the canon rim, srowins 
on lean, rockl) soil beneath mountain~mahosanl), 
nut~pines, and junipers, beside dense flowenJ mats of 
Spiraea caespitosa and the beautiful pinnate~ leaved 
Spiraea millefolium. The nut~pine, Pimzsedulis, 
scattered alons the upper slopes and roofs of the 
canon buildinss, is the principal tree of the stranse 
Dwarf Cocanini Forest. It is a picturesque stub of a 
pine about twentl)~five feet hish, usualllJ with dead, 
lichened limbs thrust throush its rounded head, and 
srows on crass and fissured rock tables, bravins heat 
and frost, snow and drousht, and continues patientll), 
faithfulllJ fruitful for centuries. Indians and insects 
and almost evenJ desert bird and beast come to it to 
be fed. 
To civilized people from corn and cattle and 
wheat~field countries the canon at first sisht seems 
as uninhabitable as a slacier crevasse, utterllj silent 
and barren. Nevertheless it is the home of a 
multitude of our fellow~mortals, men as well as 
animals and plants. Centuries aso it was inhabited 
blJ tribes of Indians, who, lons before Columbus saw 
America, built thousands of stone houses in its crass, 
and larse ones, some of them several stories hish, 
with hundreds of rooms, on the mesas of the adjacent 
resions. Their cliff~dwellinss, almost numberless, are 
still to be seen in the canon, scattered alone both 
sides from top to bottom and throushout its entire 
lensth, built of stone and mortar in seams and 
fissures like swallows' nests, or on isolated rid$es and 
peaks. The ruins of larser buildinss are found on 
open spots blJ the river, but most of them aloft on the 
brink of the wildest, siddiest precipices, sites 
evidentll) chosen for safetl) from enemies, and 
seeminsllJ accessible onllJ to the birds of the air. 
Manl) caves were also used as dwellins~places, as 
were mere seams on diff~fronts formed btJ unequal 
weatherin8 and with or without outer or side walls; 
and some of them were covered with colored pictures 
of animals. The most interestins of these 
cliff~dwellinss had pathetic little ribbon~ like strips 
of sarden on narrow terraces, where irrisatins~water 
could be carried to them- most romantic of 
sklJ~sardens, but eloquent of hard times. 
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In recesses alone the river and on the first plateau 
flats above its eoree were fields and eardens of 
considerable size, where irrieatine~ditches ma1J still be 
traced. Some of these ancient eardens are still 
cultivated b1J Indians, descendantS of cliff dwellers, who 
raise corn, squashes, melons, potatoes, etc., to reinforce 
the produce of the man1J wild food~furnishine plants, 
nuts, beans, berries, yucca and cactus fruits, erass and 
sunflower seeds, etc., and the flesh of animals, deer, 
rabbits, lizards, etc, The canon Indians I have met here 
seem to be livin8 much as did their ancestors, thoueh 
not now driven into rock dens. The1J are able, erect 
men, with commandine e1Jes, which nothine that the1J 
wish to see can escape. The1J are never in a hurr1J, have 
a strikinel1J measured, deliberate, bearish manner of 
movine the limbs and turnin8 the head, are capable of 
endurin8 weather, thirst, hunaer, and over~abundance, 
and are blessed with stomachs which triumph over 
evenJthine the wilderness ma1J offer. Evidentl1J their 
lives are not bitter. 
The lareest of the can~n animals one is likel1J to see 
is the wild sheep, or Rock1J Mountain biehorn, a most 
admirable beast, with limbs that never fail, at home on 
the most nerve~tnJin8 precipices, acquainted with all 
the sprines and passes and broken~down jumpable 
places in the sheer ribbon cliffs, boundin8 from crae to 
crae in eaS1J 5race and confidence of streneth, his ereat 
horns held hieh above his shoulders, wild red blood 
beatine and hissine throuah everlJ :fiber of him like the 
wind throueh a quiverin8 mountain pine. 
Deer also are occasionall1J met in the canon, 
makine their wa1J to the river when the wells of the 
plateau are dnJ, Alone the short sprine streams 
beavers are still bus1J, as is shown b1J the cottonwood 
and willow timber the1J have cut and peeled, found in 
all the river drift~ heaps. In the most barren cliffs and 
eulches there dwell a multitude of lesser animals, 
well~dressed, clear~e1Jed, happ1J little beasts-
wood~rats, kanearoo~rats, eophers, wood~ mice, skunks, 
rabbits, bob cats, and man1J others, eatherine food or 
dozin8 in their sun~warmed dens. Lizards, too, of ever1J 
kind and color are here enjo1Jinalife on the hot cliffs, 
and makin8 the briehtest of them briehter. 
Nor is there an1J lack of feathered people. The 
eolden eaale ma1J be seen, and the ospre1J, hawks,ja1JS, 
hummine~birds, the mournine~dove, and cheenJ 
familiar sineers- the black~ headed erosbeak, robin, 
bluebird, Townsend's thrush, and man1J warblers, 
sailine the sk1J and enlivenine the rocks and bushes 
throueh all the canon wilderness. 
Iiere at Iiance's river~camp or a few miles above 
it brave Powell and his brave men passed their :first 
nieht in the canon on their adventurous V01Ja5e of 
discoverlJ thirt1J~three 1Jears aeo. The1J faced a 
thousand daneers, open or hidden, now in their boats 
eladl1J slidine down swift, smooth reaches, now rolled 
over and over in back~combin8 surees of roueh, 
roarine cataracts, sucked under in eddies, swimmine 
like beavers, tossed and beaten like castawa1J drift 
- stout~hearted, undaunted, doine their work 
throueh it all. After a month of this the1J floated 
smoothl1J out of the dark, eloom1J, roarine ab1JSS into 
lieht and safet1J two hundred miles below. A, the 
flood rushes past us, heaV1J~laden with desert mud, 
we naturall1J think of its sources, its countless silvenJ 
branches outspread on thousands of snOWlJ 
mountains alone the crest of the continent, and the 
life of them, the beaut1J of them, their historlJ and 
romance. Its topmost sprines are far north and east in 
W 1JOmine and Colorado, on the snOWlJ Wind River, 
Front, Park, and Sawatch ranees, dividine the two 
ocean waters, and the Elk, Wasatch, Uinta, and 
innumerable spurs streaked with streams, made 
famous by earl1J explorers and hunters. It is a riv~r of 
rivers -the Du Chesne, San Rafael, Yampa, Dolores, 
Gunnison, Cotchetopa, Uncompahere, Eaale, and 
Roarine rivers, the Green and the Grand, and scores 
of others with branches innumerable, as mad and 
elad a band as ever sane on mountains, descendin8 
in elorlJ of foam and spra1J from snow~banks and 
elaciers throueh their rock1J moraine~dammed, 
beaver~dammed channels. Then, all emereine from 
dark balsam and pine woods and comin8 toe ether, 
the1J meander throueh wide, sunn1J park valle1Js, and 
at leneth enter the ereat plateau and flow in deep 
canons, the beeinnine of the Sl]Stem culmina tine in 
this erand canon of canons. 
Our warm canon camp is also a aood place to 
eive a thoueht to the elaciers which still exist at the 
heads of the hiehest tributaries. Some of them are of 
considerable size, especiall1J those on the Wind River 
and Sawatch ranees in w 1JOll1ine and Colorado. 
The1J are remnants of a vast S1JStem of elaciers which 
recentl1J covered the upper part of the Colorado 
basin, sculptured its peaks, riJees, and valle1JS to 
their present forms, and extended far out over the 
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plateau reaion- how far I cannot now Salj. It appears, 
therefore, that, however old the main trunk of the 
Colorado mal) be, all its wide-spread upper branches 
and the landscapes the'l flow throueh are newborn, 
scarce at all chaneed as \jet in anlJ important feature 
since they first came to lieht at the dose of the elacial 
period. 
The so-called Grand Colorado Plateau, of which 
the Grand Canon is only one of its well-proportioned 
features, extends with a breadth of hundreds of miles 
from the flanks of theW asatch and P a.rk Mountains to 
the south of the Sa.n Francisco Peaks. Immediately to 
the north of the deepest part of the canon it rises in a 
series of subordinate plateaus, diversified with ereen 
meadows, marshes, boas, ponds, forests, a.nd arovtJ park 
valleys, a favorite Indian huntin5-5round, inhabited 
b'l elk, deer, beaver, etc. But fa.r the ereater part of the 
plateau is eood sound desert, rock\), sa.ndlj, or fluffy 
with loose ashes a.nd dust, dissect~d in some places into 
a. labyrinth of stream-channel chasms like cracks in a 
dnJ day-bed, or the narrow slit crevasses of elaciers,-
blackened with lava-flows, dotted with volcanoes a.nd 
beautiful buttes a.nd lined with lone continuous 
escarpments,- a vast bed of sediments of a.n ancient 
sea-bottom, still nea.rl'l as level a.s when first laid down 
after bein8 heaved into the sk'l a. mile or two hieh. 
W a.lkin8 quietl\j about in the allelJS a.nd b'lways of 
the Grand Canon CitlJ, we learn somethin8 of the wa'l 
it was made; and all must admire effects so erea.t from 
means apparently so simple: rain strikinaliaht 
hammer-blows or heavier in streams, with man'l rest 
Sunda'ls; soft a.ir a.nd lieht, eentle sa.ppers a.nd miners, 
toil in$ forever; the bi5 river sawin5 the plateau 
asunder, ca.rryin8 away the eroded a.nd around waste, 
a.nd exposin5 the edees of the strata. to the weather; 
rain torrents sa.win5 cross-streets a.nd alleys, exposin5 
the strata in the same way in hundreds of sections, the 
softer, less resistin5 beds weatherin5 a.nd recedin8 
faster, thus underminin8 the harder beds, which fall, 
not only in small weathered particles, but in heavy 
sheer-dea.vin8 masses, assisted down from time to time 
by kindly earthquakes, rain tprrents mshin8 the fallen 
material to the river, keepin8 the wall rocks constantly 
exposed. Thus the canonerows wider a.nd deeper. So 
also do the side-canons a.nd amphitheaters, while 
seconda.nJ eorees and cirques eradually isolate masses 
of the promontories, formin8 new buildinas, all of 
which are bein8 weathered and pulled and shaken 
down while bein8 built, showin8 destmction a.nd 
creation a.s one. We see the proudest temples a.nd 
palaces in stateliest attitudes, wea.rin5 their sheets of 
detritus as royal robes, sheddme off showers of red 
and yellow stones like trees in autumn sheddin8 
their leaves, aoin8 to dust like beautiful days to 
niaht, prodaimin8 as with the tonaues of a.neels the 
natural beauty of death. 
Even] buildin8 is seen to be a. remnant of once 
continuous beds of sediments- sand a.nd slime on 
the floor of an ancient sea, and filled with the 
remains of animals, and that every particle of the 
sandstones and limestones of these wonderful 
structures was derived from other landscapes, 
weathered and rolled a.nd around in the storms and 
streams of other aees. And when we examine the 
escarpments, hills, buttes, and other monumental 
masses of the plateau on either side of the canon, we 
disc~ver that a.n amount of material has been carried 
off in the eeneral denudation of the reaion compared 
with which even that carried away in the makin8 of 
the Grand Canon is a.s nothin5. Thus each wonder in 
siaht becomes a window throueh which other 
wonders come to view. In no other part of this 
continent a.re the wonders of eeoloey, the records of 
the world's auld lane syne, more widely opened, or 
displayed in hiaher piles. The whole canon is a mine 
of fossils, in which five thousand feet of horizontal 
strata are exposed in reaular succession over more 
than a thousand square miles of wall-space, a.nd on 
the adjacent plateau reaion there is another series of 
beds twice a.s thick, formin8 a era.nd eeoloeical 
library -a. collecti~n of stone books coverin5 
thousands of miles of shelvin8 tier 011 tier 
conveniently arraneed for the student. And with 
what wonderful scriptures are their pa5es filled-
myriad forms of successive floras a.nd faunas, lavishly 
illustrated with colored drawin5s, ca.rryin8 us back 
into the midst of the life of a past infinitely remote. 
And as we 5o on and on, study in$ this old, old life in 
the liaht of the life beatin5 warmly about us, we 
enrich and lena then our own. 
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JOHN MUIR CLASS VISITS 
MARTINEZ AND YOSEMITE 
~artinez 
This fall, University of the Pacific history students 
enrolled in "John Muir and the Environment" spenta day in 
Martinez, visiting the John Muir National Historic s·ite. Ross 
Hanna, son of Thomas Rae Hanna and Wanda Muir Hanna, 
joined the class for a special tour of John Muir's gravesite within 
the Strentzel-Hanna-Muir cemetery. Although the cemetery is 
part of the federal historic site, it is closed to the public except by 
special arrangement. Of special interest on the periphery of the 
gated cemetery is a heritage pear orchard, part of the Strentzel 
fruit ranch during Muir's time. Several large trees, planted by 
Muir from his world travels, also grace the grounds, which are 
now surrounded by private home owners. The National Park 
Service is working with these homeowners to gain more public 
access to this, one of the nation's most important gravesites. 
Ross Hanna of Dixon, grandson of John Mujir, at the Jolm Muir 
National Historic Site, September 9, 2004 
John Muir class at the John Muir National Historic Site in 
Martinez. Students are standing near the graves of John Muir 
(1838-1914)andLouieStrentzelMuir(l847-1905). 
Jolm Muir Class at Glacier Point 
'Yosemite 
During the weekend of September 17-20, the John Muir 
class joined members of Yosemite Association for their annual 
fall gathering in the park. Camping at Wawona, the class 
participated in the annual luncheon and meeting, hearing the 
keynote by Royal Robbins on the history of climbing in the 
valley. The class also toured Mariposa Grove with Ranger-
Naturalist Kristine Hutchinson and spent time at Glacier Point, 
in the Valley, and at LeConte Lodge, where Bonnie Gisel gave an 
overview of the history and current status of the lodge and Ron 
Good gave his presentation,"Restore Retch Hetchy." 
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John Muir Class at the 
Mariposa Grove 
SCIII'vc{wooc{ "B.C!tJ, SutV!eYLCIII'vc{ 
btJ TerrtJ c;[fford 
wV1ere Ls ti-le V1eart of tV1e wLlclerl-\.ess? 
wV1ere Ls ti-le wLlclerl-\.ess of ti-le V1eart? 
Is Lt 1-lere aw.ol-\.g ti-le w.arraw. gre1ss 
sLttLI-\.g L\1\- ti-le clul-\.es at Sal-\.clwoocl "Bat) 
watcl-1LI-\.g sl-\.aLls after raLI-\., slowltj 1-leavLI-\.g 
tV1eLr ~eavt! sl-lelts alol-\.g grass stew.s? 
or Ls Lt ti-le waYJ 'Peo-ple walR. e1cross 
ti-le sa 1-\.cls, sloWttj, talR.LI-\.g lLttle, 
taR.LI-\.g sow.etl-1LI-\.g Ll-\.to tl-lew.selves: 
ti-le 'ortgl-lt LLgl-lt: Ol-\. flat water; 
ti-le w.Lstecl raLI-\., agaLI-\., clrtft;LI-\.g 
across ti-le far ijeUow stral-\.cl; 
a wV1Lte 'Patcl-1 0\1\- tV1e sea ul-\.cler 
tl-lat sLI-\.gLe bubble of wl-1Lte cloucl? 
TV1ese are sLgl-\.s of a 'PuLse 
Ll-\. ti-le wLLclerl-\.ess of ti-le 1-leart, 
1-\.0t ti-le arterLes of COI-\.1-\.ecHol-\. 
to ti-le V1eart of ti-le wLLclerl-\.ess. 
jol-11-\. Mutr, V1ere, wouLcl ~-lear 
ti-le WCllj ti-le SOUI-\.cl of Sal-\.cl, 
sueR-eel bacR, tl-lrougl-1 ti-le teetl-1 
of ti-le Hcle, Leacls to ti-le w.ool-\.. 
To fi.l-\.cl ti-le wtLclerl-\.ess of tV1e 1-leart 
ts to asR. ti-le urgel-\.t quesHol-\.s: Wl-ltj 
ti-le sui-\.'S so strol-\.g 1-\.0W, ti-le WLI-\.ters 
so wet 1-\.0W? Wl-ltj t~e rtvers Clre rLsLI-\.g? 
Wl-lJ.-1 low tsLal-\.cls wtLL sl-lrLI-\.R. 
lrRe ti-le sR.tJLarR.'s sol-\.g, 
LLR.e tl-1e oyjster becls, lLR.e corMrCJR.e al-\.cl cocl? 
Wl-ltj Lc's 1-\.0t so sLw.'PLe eve~-\. as orcl-1Lcls 
rtsLI-\.g raclLal-\.t {row. ti-le bog of clecat!, 
or ti-le beacl-1 cleacl feeclLI-\.g flLes Ll-\. ti-le sui-\.? 
At ti-le verJ.-1 1-leart of ti-le wtLclerl-\.ess 
tV1ere wouLcl b~ 1-\.0 wtLclerl-\.ess of ti-le 1-leart; 
1-\.oiourl-\.elj, 1-\.0 vLsLoi-\.S, 1-\.0 questLol-\.s. 
rte~rts wouLcl 'f>UW-'f> as Ol-\.e, ~LR.e Hcles. 
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Costs are a problem everywhere, especially in academia 
today. We can only continue publishing and distributing 
this modest newsletter through suppmi from our readers. 
By becoming a member of the John Muir Center, you will 
be assured of receiving the Newsletter for a full year. You 
will also be kept on our mailing list to receive information 
on the biennial California History Institute and other 
events and oppotiunities sponsored by the John Muir 
Center. 
Please join us by completing the following form and 
returning it, along with a $15 check made payable to The 
John Muir Center for Environmental Studies, University 
ofthePacific, 3601 Pacific Avenue, Stockton, CA 95211. 
-----------------------------------------------~ I 
es, I wallt to join tlze Jolzn Muir Center and ! 
ontinue to receive tlze Jolzn Muir Newsletter. 1 
Enclosed is $15 for a one-year-members/zip. Use tlzis I 
form to renew your current membership. Outside U.S.A. addi 
$4.00 for postage. 
Name ... .. .. ...... ... ... ........... ..... .. ..................................... ... .... ..... . 
Institution/ Affiliation ............. .. .... .... ......... .. ...... .... ... .. ............. . 
Mailing address & zip code .. .. .. .... .. .... .... .. .... .. .. .. ........ .. .. ...... .. .. 
1-----------------------------------------------~ 
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